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Abstract

We describe multi-material (more than two materials) interface reconstruction methods for 3D meshes of generalized
polyhedra. The basic information used in interface reconstruction is the volume fraction of each material in mixed cells,
that is, those containing multiple materials. All methods subdivide a mixed cell into a set of pure non-overlapping sub-cells,
each containing just one material that have the reference volume fraction. We describe three methods. The first two meth-
ods represent an extension of standard piece-wise linear interface construction (PLIC) methods to 3D and use information
only about volume fractions. The first method is first-order accurate and is based on the discrete gradient of the volume
fraction as an estimate of the normal to the interface. The second method is planarity-preserving (second-order accurate)
and is an extension to 3D of the least squares volume-of-fluid interface reconstruction algorithm (LVIRA, see [E. Puckett,
A volume-of-fluid interface tracking algorithm with applications to computing shock wave refraction, in: H. Dwyer (Ed.),
Proceedings of the Fourth International Symposium on Computational Fluid Dynamics, 1991, pp. 933–938; J.E. Pilliod,
E.G. Puckett, Second-order accurate volume-of-fluid algorithms for tracking material interfaces, Journal of Computa-
tional Physics 199 (2004) 465–502] for the 2D case). The third method is an extension to 3D of the so-called
moment-of-fluid (MoF) method [V. Dyadechko, M. Shashkov, Moment-of-fluid interface reconstruction, Tech. Rep.
LA-UR-05-7571, Los Alamos National Laboratory, 2005. Also available as http://cnls.lanl.gov/~shashkov/; V. Dya-
dechko, M. Shashkov, Multi-material interface reconstruction from the moment data, Tech. Rep. LA-UR-06-5846, Los
Alamos National Laboratory, 2006. Also available as http://cnls.lanl.gov/~shashkov/]. The MoF method is also sec-
ond-order accurate. This method uses information not only about volume fractions but also about the position of the cent-
roids of each material. In contrast to standard PLIC methods, the MoF method uses only information from the cell where
reconstruction is performed; no information from neighboring cells is needed. Also, the MoF method provides automatic
ordering of the materials during interface reconstruction. Optimal ordering is based on comparing the positions of the ref-
erence centroids and actual centroids of the reconstructed pure sub-cells. The performance of the methods is demonstrated
with numerical examples.
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1. Introduction and background

In numerical simulations of fluid flow, the choice of the computational grid is crucial. Traditionally, there
have been two viewpoints, utilizing the Lagrangian or the Eulerian framework, each with its own advantages
and disadvantages. In a pioneering paper [5], Hirt et al. developed the formalism for a grid whose motion
could be determined as an independent degree of freedom, and they showed that this general framework could
be used to combine the best properties of Lagrangian and Eulerian methods. This class of methods has been
termed Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian or ALE. Many authors have described ALE strategies to optimize
accuracy, robustness, or computational efficiency, see for example [6–11].

It is possible to formulate the ALE scheme as a single algorithm [12,11] based on solving the equations in a
moving coordinate frame. For multi-material flows it is usual to separate the ALE scheme into three separate
stages. These are: (1) a Lagrangian stage in which the solution and grid are updated; (2) a rezoning stage in
which the nodes of the computational grid are moved to a more optimal position; and (3) a remapping stage in
which the Lagrangian solution is interpolated onto the rezoned grid.

We are interested in developing an ALE methodology for 3D unstructured meshes consisting of generalized

polyhedra for high-speed multi-material flows with strong shear deformations, which occur in many problems
of interest. In this paper, a generalized polyhedron is a 3D solid with arbitrary topology and, possibly, non-
planar polygonal faces. This general consideration is necessary because even simple polyhedra such as hexa-
hedra can start out with planar faces at the start of the simulation but end up with non-planar faces due to the
movement of its nodes as induced by the flow. Clearly, the geometry of a non-planar polygon is not uniquely
defined. We will consider the issues raised by the presence of such faces in Section 2. The use of an unstruc-
tured mesh consisting of generalized polyhedra simplifies the setup process for computational domains with
complex geometrical shapes and helps to avoid artificial mesh imprinting due to the restrictions of a conven-
tional mesh consisting only of tetrahedra and generalized bricks [13–16].

For multi-material flows, the initial mesh is usually aligned with material interfaces; that is, each cell of the
mesh contains only one material. For simple flows, it is possible to rezone the mesh in each material and keep
interfaces aligned with the mesh, that is, the rezoning does not move nodes on the interface at all, or moves
them along the interface. Due to the nature of shock wave propagation in complex materials for high-speed
multi-material flows with strong shear deformations, the ALE methods are currently the only proven technol-
ogy to solve such problems. In ALE methods, the mesh does not move with the fluid, so it is unavoidable that
mixed cells containing two or more materials will appear.

Multi-material cells in ALE methods include material interfaces that undergo high deformation. The main
difficulties in this case are how to accurately determine the thermodynamic states of the individual material
components and how to accurately determine the nodal forces that such a zone generates, despite the lack
of information about the velocity distribution within multi-material cells. A separate set of material properties
is normally maintained for all the materials in each multi-material cell along with the volume fractions that
define the fraction of the cell’s volume occupied by each material.

A sub-cell model is required to define how the volume fractions and states of the individual materials evolve
during the Lagrangian step [17–24]. This sub-cell model is required to close the governing equations which
otherwise are underdetermined. Most of the sub-cell closure models do not require positions of the interfaces
inside the mixed cells; however, more recent methods like those presented in [17,20] do require interface loca-
tions and orientations and therefore require some representation of the interface.

In the rezoning stage, the nodes of the computational grid are moved to a more optimal position. For the
purpose of this paper it is not important what algorithm is used. Interested readers can find a review of rezon-
ing algorithms in [25]. The rezoning stage results in a new mesh. To start the next Lagrangian step, we need to
conservatively interpolate all flow parameters from the Lagrangian mesh at the completed time step to the new
rezoned mesh. This process is called remapping.

Remapping for the case when there is only one material (and therefore no mixed cells) is described, for
example, in [26–28]. In the situation when several materials are present, even if after the Lagrangian step
all cells were pure (containing only one material), the rezoned mesh will have mixed cells. Therefore, in the
remap stage one needs to determine which cells of the rezoned mesh are pure and which are mixed, and in
particular, to find parameters for each material in mixed cells. There are several approaches to perform
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multi-material remapping, but all of them require knowledge of the interface in the Lagrangian mesh after
each completed time step. Therefore, the interface has to be represented in some way on the mesh after a
Lagrangian step.

There are several well established methods for dealing with interfaces: the volume-of-fluid (VoF) method
(which uses interface reconstruction) [29–31]; the front tracking [32–34]; and level set method [35–37].

For modeling three-dimensional, high-speed compressible, multi-material flows, on general meshes with the
interface topology changing in time, and when exact conservation is critical, VoF seems to be method of
choice [31,38,6,39].

Originally, VoF was developed for modeling the dynamics of incompressible flows with free boundaries
using an Eulerian approach, [29]. The basic object of VoF methods is a two material medium. The typical
VoF method consists of two steps: interface reconstruction (using volume fractions) and updating the volume
fractions in time. Excellent reviews of VoF methods and, in particular, general interface reconstruction meth-
ods can be found in the following papers [30,31,2,40,41]. In this paper we are only interested in interface
reconstruction.

The most common interface representation used by interface reconstruction methods consists of a single
linear interface (a line in 2D and a plane in 3D) per mixed cell containing two materials. This class of interface
representation is commonly called Piecewise-Linear Interface Calculation (PLIC). The location of the linear
interface, for a given volume fraction, is uniquely defined by the direction of the interface outward normal.
There are a number of ways to define the direction of the normal [3]. We will describe some of them in Section
3.1.

If the mixed cell is a convex polygon in 2D, or a convex polyhedron in 3D, then each material in the mixed
cell will be represented by a convex sub-polygon or a convex sub-polyhedron (for simplicity, we will refer to
both as sub-cells), which is obtained by intersection of corresponding the half-plane or half-space with the
mixed cell. If the mixed cell is non-convex, than the material in the mixed cell can be represented by disjoint
pieces. 2D examples of mixed cells with a linear interface are delineated in Fig. 1 both for the convex and non-
convex cases.

The standard VoF interface reconstruction methods for two materials use only information about volume
fractions. Recently, we have developed a new method, the moment-of-fluid or MoF method [3,4], which also
uses information about the position of the centroid of each material in the mixed cell. In the MoF method, the
objective is to minimize the distance between specified (reference) and actual centroids obtained as a result of
reconstruction, while exactly matching the specified volume fraction. In 2D it leads to minimization of a one-
dimensional function [3].

Here we want to mention that there are hydrocodes where centroids of the materials are tracked, see for
example [42,43] for the LASNEX code description, and there are algorithms for transporting centroids in
finite element hydrocodes in [31,38].

For mixed cells containing more than two materials, we are only interested in algorithms where each mate-
rial will be represented by a collection of pure sub-cells (possibly disjoint). These sub-cells do not intersect with
each other, and the union of all sub-cells representing all materials is equal to the entire mixed cell. The total
volume of all sub-cells representing material of one kind has to match the corresponding volume fraction. It is
interesting to know that in most VoF algorithms the interface reconstruction procedure does not satisfy this
n n

1
1

2
2 2

Fig. 1. Two material interface reconstruction in 2D. Left shows a convex polygonal cell, and right corresponds to the non-convex case. If
the original cell is non-convex, the sub-cells after intersection remain non-convex.
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property [31,44], because they use the onion skin model [45,31], which may lead to intersection of sub-cells rep-
resenting different materials. The problems related to this phenomenon are usually resolved at the advection
stage of VoF methods by limiting the fluxes [44,46]. More recent methods produce sub-cells representing dif-
ferent materials which do not intersect each other [47,48,4].

In standard interface reconstruction methods, the multi-material case is dealt with by sequentially applying
the algorithm for two materials. This assumes an externally specified material ordering, which we will discuss
later.

To the best of our knowledge there are only two approaches where multi-material interface reconstruction
does not require ordering. The first method introduced in [49] uses an innovative extension of a contouring
algorithm. This method does not reproduce specified volume fractions exactly. The second method, based
on the use of particles and power diagrams [50], is very promising but requires more work to be considered
for practical applications. We do not consider these methods in our paper.

Following [4], we will refer to an algorithm that is based on sequential application of an algorithm for two
materials, and which satisfies our requirements, as nested dissection.

The general idea that materials are cut from a mixed cell sequentially in a specified order is illustrated in
Fig. 2. Let us denote the mixed cell by X. The first material #1 is separated from the rest of the materials
in the mixed cell. It can be done by any two material interface reconstruction method, where the first material
is material #1 and the second material is the union of all other materials. This first step creates a pure sub-cell
(or several pure sub-cells in case of a non-convex mixed cell) which represent the first material. We will denote
this set by X1. After this step material #1 is removed from the mixed cell, and we now consider the set XnX1.
This set contains materials #2,3, . . . The next step is to remove material #2 from set XnX1. This again can be
done by applying the same two material algorithm to XnX1, where the first material will be material #2 and the
second material will be the union of materials #2,3, . . . The volume fraction of material #2 has to be recom-
puted with respect to the set XnX1. This second step creates pure sub-cells representing material #2, denoted
by X2. After this step, material #2 is removed from the mixed cell, and we consider the set XnX1nX2. This pro-
cess is repeated until we create pure sub-cells for all materials.

There have been several attempts to develop automatic-local schemes for material ordering [51,47,38,43] for
standard PLIC methods. All of them are based on using information about the exact or approximate centroid
positions of the materials in the mixed cell itself and its neighbors. To the best of our knowledge, e.g examples
in [4], none of these methods treat even all basic cases correctly.

In the MoF method, the positions of the material centroids inside the mixed cell are used not only for each
two material interface reconstruction step, but also for choosing the best material ordering that minimizes the
discrepancy between the given (reference) and actual centroids computed from the reconstructed pure sub-cells
for all materials [4].

A recent paper [52] deals with a special case of a triple point configuration in 2D on a square mesh. The
algorithm presented in [52] is very specialized and assumes that the first material in the reconstruction process
is externally specified; the position of the second interface is obtained from an optimization procedure.

Most of the papers related to interface reconstruction deal with the two-dimensional case. There are only
several papers which describe interface reconstruction in 3D; almost all of them deal with a brick mesh and the
case of two materials, e.g. [53], and references therein. In [53] a 3D extension of the Swartz–Mosso, algorithm
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Fig. 2. Nested dissection strategy on a 2D polygonal cell. Three consecutive stages of nested dissection: left – three material mixed cell;
middle – after first dissection; right – after second dissection.
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[54,55,3] is developed, but it is described only for an orthogonal mesh. However, the authors of [53] claim that
it can be easily extended to unstructured and distorted meshes. Descriptions of 3D interface reconstruction
methods on distorted and unstructured meshes are very rare and are usually in unpublished reports related
to ALE methods, papers published in proceedings of conferences, e.g. [56], or in some papers related to spe-
cific applications, e.g. [57]. We refer an interested reader to [46] for some details related to interface reconstruc-
tion for two material case on general hexahedral meshes and for further references.

The goal of this paper is to extend the MoF method for multi-material interface reconstruction to the
case of 3D meshes consisting of generalized polyhedra. We also present possible extensions of two standard
methods for interface reconstruction for two materials to the case of multi-material interface reconstruction
on a 3D mesh consisting of generalized polyhedra. One method is based on estimation of the gradient of the
volume fraction, and the other is the least squares volume-of-fluid interface reconstruction algorithm
(LVIRA) [1,2].

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe a class of 3D meshes consisting
of generalized polyhedra and corresponding data structures. In next Section 2.2, we describe how materials are
represented in a multi-material mixed cell. In Section 3, we give a general description of three interface recon-
struction methods for the case of two materials: the volume fraction gradient based (GRAD) method, LVIRA
and MoF, and we present numerical examples for two material interface reconstruction. Geometric algorithms
needed for interface reconstruction, optimization algorithms for LVIRA and MoF, and initialization of vol-
ume fraction and centroid data are described in the Appendices of [58]. In Section 4, we describe extensions of
GRAD, LVIRA and MoF methods to the multi-material case and present examples of multi-material inter-
face reconstruction. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
2. Multi-material interface representation in generalized polyhedral meshes

2.1. Definition of the generalized polyhedral mesh (GPM)

In this paper, we are interested in a mesh that consists of generalized polyhedra – generalized polyhedral

mesh (GPM). A generalized polyhedron can be thought as a 3D solid obtained from a polyhedron by perturb-
ing positions of its vertices, which makes its faces non-planar. As we have mentioned in Section 1, generalized
polyhedra naturally appear in ALE calculations, because even if the initial mesh consists of classical polyhedra
such as hexahedra with planar faces at the start of the simulation, after a Lagrangian or rezone step of ALE,
faces maybe non-planar due to the movement of its vertices.

The geometry of a face whose vertices are not all in a single plane, however, is not unique. Therefore, we
adopt a faceted representation to obtain a consistent definition of its geometry (see [28] for more detail). First,
we define the ‘‘face center’’
xface
c ¼

P
xi2Pðf Þxi

jPðf Þj ð1Þ
where Pðf Þ is the set of all face vertices, jPðf Þj is the number of vertices for the face, and xface
c and xi are the

coordinates of the face center and the ith vertex, respectively. Next, the faces of the generalized polyhedral cell
are triangulated by using the face center and two vertices of each edge. In the second step, the triangulated
generalized polyhedral cell is decomposed into sub-tetrahedra by using triangulated surfaces and one addi-
tional vertex inside the cell, called the ‘‘cell center’’, defined as follows:
xcell
c ¼

P
xi2PðcÞxi

jPðcÞj ð2Þ
where PðcÞ is the set of all cell vertices, jPðcÞj is the total number of vertices for the cell, and xcell
c and xi are the

coordinates of the cell center and the ith vertex, respectively. Hence, an m-vertexed polygonal face is divided
into m-triangles, and an n-faced polyhedron is further decomposed into n · m sub-tetrahedra provided that
each face is composed of m vertices. For example, the generalized polyhedral representation of a hexahedral
cell results in 6 · 4 sub-tetrahedra as displayed in Fig. 3.



Fig. 3. Generalized polyhedral representation of a hexahedron with non-planar faces. The left figure shows the initial hexahedral cell with
a non-planar top face (the wire frame of a cube is overlapped to emphasize the non-planar top face), the middle figure shows the surface
triangulation of the hexahedron and the right figure shows a sub-cell decomposition of the hexahedron.
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The representation of a computational cell as a collection of tetrahedra simplifies the implementation of
algorithms of computational geometry. In 2D the analog of this process is to represent each cell as a collection
of triangles, as shown in Fig. 4. It is especially useful for non-convex cells, which can easily appear in ALE
calculations.

This generalization of polyhedral cells has two advantages. First, the planar face restriction of a polyhedral
cell is relaxed so that it can have vertices not always in a plane. Second, it allows us to deal with non-convex
cells (which are always present in 3D), as long as the cell can be decomposed into valid sub-cells (that is, the
cell center xcell

c can ‘‘see’’ all the vertices). These features are advantageous for dealing with meshes in ALE
methods.

2.2. Interface representation in generalized polyhedral cells

First, we illustrate the representation of the multi-material mixed cell in 2D. As we have discussed in the
previous section, each cell of the mesh in 2D is decomposed into convex sub-cells (triangles) as shown in
Fig. 4. A general scheme for multi-material interface reconstruction is described in the Introduction and con-
sists in nested dissection of the original cell. The first step of this process is to define the part of the cell which is
occupied by material #1. The cell is intersected with a half-plane (specified by normal n and signed distance d),
such that this intersection has the prescribed volume (volume fraction) (Fig. 5). In Fig. 5, the part of the cell
occupied by material #1 is shaded. Technically, material #1 is represented as a collection of shaded polygons,
each of which is part of one of the triangles of the original triangulation of the cell. These polygons are inter-
sections of a half-plane with the corresponding triangles. The sum of the volumes of these polygons matches
the prescribed volume (volume fraction) for material #1. Here we need to mention that for each cell, we have
to match only one volume fraction. There are no independent volume fractions specified for each triangle.

Materials #2,3, . . . are contained in non shaded polygons which are also parts of triangles of the original
triangulation. The nested dissection scheme continues to dissect non shaded polygons to find the part of the
Fig. 4. Representation of the polygonal cell in 2D. The sub-cell (indicated by dashed lines) structure of pure generalized polygonal cell is
illustrated for the convex (left) and non-convex (right) case. Notice that sub-cells are always convex regardless of convexity of the original
cell.
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Fig. 5. Two material mixed cell in 2D. The left represents a convex cell and the right figure represents the non-convex case. Notice that all
sub-cells are always convex regardless of convexity of the original cell or the presence of material interface.
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cell which represents material #2. It easy to see that material #2 will be represented by a collection of convex
polygons which are intersections of a corresponding half-plane with the non shaded polygons obtained in the
first step. To find convex polygons representing material #3, one needs to repeat the process.

In 3D, the process is the same: one just needs to substitute triangles with tetrahedra, and half-planes by
half-spaces, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Three different types of generalized polyhedral mixed cells are represented
in Fig. 6. Each cell includes three materials (colored red, green and blue). An example of a non-convex ennea-
hedron, displayed in the middle row of Fig. 6, demonstrates the case where one material (blue) is represented
by disjoint pieces. Similarly to the 2D case, each interface is reconstructed by the intersection of the polyhedral
cell with half-spaces. The sub-cells, initially tetrahedra, evolve to convex polyhedra as they intersect with their
corresponding half-spaces. A wire frame view of these sub-cells, shown in the left column of Fig. 6, reveals
these sub-cell structures.
Fig. 6. Generalized polyhedral cells with multi-materials (red, green and blue). The left column shows a hexahedral cell, the middle
column shows a non-convex enneahedron (obtained by subdividing the top face of a hexahedron and disturbing the vertices on the faces)
and the right column represents a truncated icosahedron. The top row shows the solid view and the bottom row shows the wire-frame view
of the solid which reveals the sub-cell structure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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In summary, each material in the mixed cell is represented as a collection of convex polyhedra. The hier-
archical structure of a mixed cell is delineated in Fig. 7. Each of these polyhedra is obtained as a result of the
intersection of one of the original tetrahedra with half-spaces.

3. Interface reconstruction for two materials

First, three representative piece-wise linear interface calculation (PLIC) methods are discussed in the two
material case: the gradient based method, the least squares volume-of-fluid interface reconstruction algorithm,
and the moment-of-fluid method. Next, numerical examples of interface reconstruction are demonstrated by
using the three methods, and their characteristics are compared. A mesh convergence study with spherical and
cubic material regions is presented, and a more complex geometry (character ‘‘A’’ shape) with sharp corners is
tested. Finally, the spherical material region is reconstructed on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh.

3.1. Review of representative PLIC methods for the case of two materials

In PLIC methods, each mixed cell interface between two materials is represented by plane. It is convenient
to specify this plane in Hessian normal form
n � rþ d ¼ 0 ð3Þ

where r = (x,y,z) is a point in the plane, n = (nx,ny,nz) are components of the unit normal to the plane, and d

is the signed distance from the origin to the plane. The principal reconstruction constraint is local volume con-
servation, i.e. the reconstructed interface must truncate the cell, c, with a volume equal to the reference volume
V ref

c of the material (or equivalently, the volume fraction f ref
c ¼ V ref

c =V c, where Vc is the volume of the entire
cell c).

Since a unique interface configuration does not exist, the interface geometry must be inferred based on local
data and the assumptions of the particular algorithm. PLIC methods differ in how the normal n is computed.
For a given normal, d is uniquely defined from the reference volume V ref

c .
Most of the standard PLIC methods [2], use information only about the volume fraction, f ref

c , in the cell c

under consideration and volume fractions, f ref
c0 , in the neighboring cells c0 2 CðcÞ (here CðcÞ is the set of cells

which share a face, edge, or vertex with cell c). In our study, standard PLIC methods are represented with two
methods, which can be naturally extended to 3D meshes of generalized polyhedra. The first method, GRAD
(see Section 3.1.1 for more detail), is an extension of the central difference algorithm and Parker and Youngs’
method as described in [2]. This method uses an estimate of the gradient of the volume fraction field to
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compute a normal to interface. The second method is an extension of the least squares volume-of-fluid inter-
face reconstruction algorithm (LVIRA), [1,2]. Here, one attempts to find a planar interface in a mixed cell,
which, being extended into neighboring cells, gives the best (in a least squares sense) match to the reference
volume fractions in these cells with the constraint that this plane exactly reproduces the volume fraction in
the cell under consideration (see Section 3.1.2 for detail). Both the GRAD and LVIRA methods use only
information about volume fractions.

The third method is the moment-of-fluid (MoF) method which was introduced in [3]. The MoF method uses
information about volume fractions and centroids, but only the cell in consideration. Information from neigh-
boring cells is not used. In the MoF method, the plane representing the interface is chosen to match the ref-
erence volume exactly and to provide the best approximation (in a least squares sense) to the reference
centroid of the material (see Section [3] for detail).

In the remainder of this section, we briefly describe the main ideas of GRAD, LVIRA and MoF methods,
give some details relevant to 3D extensions of these methods, and present a summary of algorithms for their
implementation.

3.1.1. Gradient based interface reconstruction (GRAD)

In the gradient based method, the interface normal, n, is computed by approximating the gradient of the
volume fraction function f as
n � � of
ox
;
of
oy
;
of
oz

� �
ð4Þ
In the case of a 3D unstructured mesh consisting of generalized polyhedra, it is convenient to use a least
squares procedure (see, for example [28]) to estimate the gradient of the volume fraction. For each cell c, a
linear function fc(r) can be reconstructed in the following form:
fcðrÞ ¼ fcðx; y; zÞ ¼ f ref
c þ

X
a¼x;y;z

df
da

� �
c

ða� acÞ ð5Þ
where f ref
c is the reference volume fraction for cell-c ðdf

da Þc; a ¼ x; y; z
� �

are estimates for the components of the
volume fraction gradient, ac ¼

R
c adV =V c are the coordinates of the cell centroids and V c ¼

R
c 1dV is the cell

volume. The actual computation of the centroids and the volume of the polyhedral cell is based on the algo-
rithm introduced in [59]. Estimates for the components of the gradient can be found from minimization of the
following functional:
F
df
dx
;
df
dy
;
df
dz

� �
¼
X

c02CðcÞ
f ref

c0 �
R

c0 fcðrÞdV
V c0

� �2

ð6Þ
Solution of the least squares minimization problem reduces to solving a 3 · 3 system of linear equations.
The resulting normal n,
n ¼ � df
dx
;
df
dy
;
df
dz

� �
ð7Þ
is taken as the normal to interface in Eq. (3).
To complete the interface reconstruction, one needs to find the distance d in Eq. (3) such that intersection of

the corresponding half-space and cell c has volume V ref
c .

For a given interface normal n, a half-space is uniquely defined by the distance, d from the origin to the
corresponding interface. Therefore, for a given normal, the volume of the intersection of the cell with this
half-space is a function of d. Let us denote the volume of intersection by VðdÞ. To find d we need to solve
the equation
VðdÞ ¼ V ref ð8Þ

The volume VðdÞ is a continuous and monotone function of d, which guarantees that Eq. (8) always has a
unique solution. The procedure which we use in this paper to solve Eq. (8) is described in the Appendix B
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of [58], and it is based on secant and bisection methods. This procedure requires the computation of the vol-
ume of the intersection of a half-space and the true polyhedron, which is also described in [58]. Let us note that
all PLIC methods require solving Eq. (8) (maybe several times), geometrical algorithms for the intersection of
a half-space and a convex polyhedron, and computation of the volume of a polyhedron.

The detailed analysis of gradient based interface reconstruction methods in 2D is given in [2], where authors
show that even on orthogonal meshes, these methods are not capable to reconstruct linear interfaces exactly.

Therefore, it is not surprising that the GRAD method in 3D on GPM is incapable of recovering planar
interfaces as shown in Fig. 8. According to [2], it indicates the first-order accuracy of the GRAD method.

3.1.2. Least squares volume-of-fluid interface reconstruction algorithm (LVIRA)

In the LVIRA interface reconstruction method introduced by Puckett and co-workers [1,2], the interface
normal is computed by minimizing the following error functional:
Fig. 8.
mesh (
which
recons
ELVIRA
c ðnÞ ¼

X
c02CðcÞ

f ref
c0 � fc0 ðnÞ

� �2 ð9Þ
where f ref
c0 is the reference volume fraction of neighbor c 0 and fc0 ðnÞ is the actual (reconstructed) volume frac-

tion of neighbor c 0 taken by extending the interface of central cell-c, under the constraint that the correspond-
ing plane exactly reproduces the volume fraction in the cell under consideration.

The stencil for the error computation in LVIRA is illustrated in Fig. 9, where 2D meshes are employed for
simplicity. The neighboring cells around a central cell-c are referenced with index j. The stencil is composed of
immediate vertex neighbors. The picture on the left of Fig. 9 represents a structured quadrilateral mesh, and
picture on the right shows a stencil on an unstructured polygonal mesh.

Like the GRAD method, LVIRA also requires information about the volume fractions from all immediate
neighboring cells.

In contrast with the GRAD method, LVIRA requires minimization of the non-linear objective function, as
shown in Eq. (9). In 3D, the normal can be described by polar angles, and therefore implementation of
LVIRA requires an algorithm for the minimization of a non-linear function of two variables. In this paper
we use the iterative Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) method (see Appendix C of [58] for details).
Interface reconstruction of a planar interface on a generalized polyhedral mesh. The top-left figure shows the original polyhedral
the subdivision of the cells into tetrahedra is not shown) obtained from [28]. The top-right figure shows a GRAD reconstruction,
is a first-order accurate method. The bottom-left figure shows an LVIRA reconstruction and the bottom-right figure shows a MoF
truction, which are both planarity-preserving (second-order) accurate methods.
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Fig. 9. Stencil for LVIRA error computation in two dimensions. The stencil is composed of immediate vertex neighbors of the central cell-
c. The solid curved line represents the true interface and the dashed straight line represents the extension of a piecewise linear volume
fraction matching interface at the central cell-c. The left picture represents a structured quadrilateral mesh and the right picture represents
an unstructured polygonal mesh.
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The initial guess for the normal is given by the GRAD method. Implementation of this algorithm requires
computation of ELVIRA

c ðnÞ. To do this for a given normal n, we first need to find the parameter d of the plane
such that the volume fraction in cell c exactly matches f ref

c , which is the step that is performed in the GRAD
method. Then the resulting plane is extended into neighboring cells and the intersection of the corresponding
half-space with each neighboring cell c 0 is used to compute actual volume fractions fc 0(n). Next, these volume
fractions are used to compute the error functional ELVIRA

c ðnÞ, expressed in Eq. (9). We will note that all of these
operations have to be performed on each iteration of the minimization procedure.

With respect to the GRAD method, one new algorithm is required – an algorithm for the non-linear opti-
mization of functions of two variables.

Clearly, LVIRA is much more expensive. For instance, in 3D logically Cartesian meshes, a central cell has
26 neighboring cells. Hence, a single error function evaluation involves 26 polyhedral cell intersections for 3D
hexahedral meshes.

In 2D, LVIRA is linearity-preserving [2]. In 3D on GPM, it is also planarity-preserving (second-order accu-
rate), in that it reconstructs planar interfaces exactly (see Fig. 8).

3.1.3. Moment-of-fluid interface reconstruction (MoF)

The moment-of-fluid method was introduced by Dyadechko and Shashkov [3] for interface reconstruction in
2D. The MoF method uses information about the volume fraction, f ref

c and centroid, xref
c of the material, but

only from the cell c under consideration. No information from neighboring cells is used, as illustrated in
Fig. 10.
n

Actual Centroid

Reference Centroid

Fig. 10. Stencil for MoF error computation in two dimensions. The stencil is composed of only the cell under consideration. The solid
curved line represents the true interface and the dashed straight line represents the piecewise linear, volume fraction matching interface at
the cell.
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In the MoF method, the computed interface is chosen to match the reference volume exactly and to provide
the best possible approximation to the reference centroid of the material. That is, in MoF, the interface nor-
mal, n, is computed by minimizing (under the constraint that the corresponding pure sub-cell has exactly the
reference volume fraction in the cell) the following functional:
EMoF
c ðnÞ ¼ xref

c � xcðnÞ
�� ��2 ð10Þ
where xref
c is the reference material centroid and xc(n) is the actual (reconstructed) material centroid with given

interface normal n.
Similar to the LVIRA, the implementation of MoF method requires the minimization of the non-linear

function of two variables; thus we use the same BFGS algorithm as that for LVIRA optimization. It is shown
in [3] that the vector from the reference centroid to the centroid of the entire cell is a good initial guess for the
interface normal, and we use that guess in this paper.

The computation of EMoF
c ðnÞ requires the following steps. The first step is to find the parameter d of the

plane such that the volume fraction in cell c exactly matches f ref
c ; this is also performed in the GRAD and

LVIRA algorithms. Secondly, we compute the centroid of the resulting polyhedron. This is a simple calcula-
tion, described in [59]. Finally, one computes the distance between actual and reference centroids.

The MoF method is less expensive than LVIRA because it does not require the computation of any terms
related to neighboring cells and because computation of the centroids is relatively cheap. In real applications,
where computation of the reference centroids is a part of overall algorithm, one will need to evaluate the rel-
ative cost of different methods of interface reconstruction, taking into account other considerations. This is
beyond the scope of this paper.

In 2D, the MoF method is linearity-preserving [3]. In 3D on GPM, it is planarity-preserving (second-order
accurate); that is, it reconstructs planar interfaces exactly (see Fig. 8).

3.2. Numerical examples

In this section, various examples of two material interface reconstruction are presented. We start with a
mesh convergence test for examining the accuracy of the GRAD, LVIRA and MoF reconstruction methods.
Then, examples of interfaces with sharp corners and not-simply connected interfaces presented.

The initialization method for volume fraction and moment data is described in Appendix D of [58].

3.2.1. Smooth interface
In this section, we present a mesh convergence study for the GRAD, LVIRA and MoF interface recon-

struction methods based on an example of reconstructing a spherical shape. The sphere is centered at

0:5þ 1
29
; 0:5þ 1

31
; 0:5þ 1

39

� �
with radius r ¼ 0:5� 1

11
. Equispaced hexahedral meshes covering the domain of

[0,1]3 are used for the reconstruction.
In Fig. 11, we present results of interface reconstruction using four levels of successively refined hexahedral

meshes.
The first column of Fig. 11 shows the behavior of the GRAD method. The gradient based scheme shows

convergence to the true spherical interface as mesh is refined, however, the discontinuity of surfaces between
cells persists even for the highest mesh resolution. This confirms that the gradient based scheme exhibits an
interface normal error which is independent of local mesh size, h. Hence, the scheme is first-order accurate.

The second column of Fig. 11 displays LVIRA interface reconstruction. This method is formally second-
order accurate but demonstrates the worst performance on mesh of lowest resolution. This is because the
interface is under-resolved and also indicates that the method is sensitive to the mesh resolution. However,
with mesh refinement the reconstructed interface appear more and more continuous. Results obtained by
LVIRA appear better than those obtained by the GRAD method.

In the last column, interface reconstruction results obtained by MoF method are presented. The MoF inter-
face reconstruction gives the best results for all levels of the mesh resolution.

A quantitative measure of the errors in interface reconstruction is presented in Fig. 12. The error is mea-
sured as the volume of the symmetric difference, defined as follows:



Fig. 11. Mesh convergence study with a spherical material region. Equispaced hexahedral meshes covering the domain of [0,1]3 are
employed.
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T 4 R ¼ ðT [ RÞ � ðT \ RÞ ð11Þ

where T represents the set of true material regions, which is the sphere in this case, and R represents the set of
actual (reconstructed) material regions on a given mesh. Hence the expression in Eq. (11) is based on the vol-

ume of the material region not the surface of the interface. The actual computation of the volume expressed in
Eq. (11) is carried out cell-wise as follows:
X

c2M
jT c 4 Rcj ¼

X
c2M
jðT c [ RcÞ � ðT c \ RcÞj ð12Þ



where M is the set of mixed cells, Tc and Rc are the true and reconstructed material regions within the mixed
cell-c. |Tc4Rc| represents the volume of the region defined by Tc4Rc.

The convergence rate of the reconstruction is displayed in Fig. 12. The results demonstrate that: (i) the gra-
dient based scheme is only first-order accurate, (ii) LVIRA can be less accurate than the GRAD method on
coarse meshes but shows second-order accuracy on fine meshes and (iii) MoF is second-order accurate and is
the most accurate for all levels of mesh resolution.
3.2.2. Interfaces with sharp corners

There are realistic situations where sharp interfaces are present and accurate reconstruction of such inter-
faces is important. For example, consider sharp corners in a contact problem or triple points in multi-material
flow simulations.

Here, we present a mesh convergence study using a cubical material shape. In order to define the cubical
material region, first a bounding box is described by two vertices: (0.21, 0.21,0.21) and (0.81, 0.82, 0.81). Then,
the bounding box is rotated along the vector v ¼ f1=

ffiffiffi
3
p

; 1=
ffiffiffi
3
p

; 1=
ffiffiffi
3
p
g with an angle of a = p/6. The recon-

struction of the material region using equispaced hexahedral meshes is displayed in Fig. 13. As also noted
in Fig. 8, the first-order accurate GRAD method is not capable of recovering flat interface exactly, but the
second-order accurate methods, LVIRA and MoF, preserve planarity. Due to its local nature, the MoF
method best resolves the sharp edges of the cube.

Errors from interface reconstruction are measured by the volume of the symmetric difference between the
true and reconstructed material regions. The rate of convergence is displayed in Fig. 14. Both LVIRA and
MoF show second-order accuracy, but GRAD deviates towards first-order accuracy as mesh refines. For
all mesh resolutions, MoF shows the most accurate results.

For another test case of two material interface reconstruction, we consider interfaces with sharp corners
including a not simply connected material region, shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 shows the results of the three interface reconstruction methods for this test. The original surface
mesh is obtained from [60]. First, the GRAD method and LVIRA results show significant smoothing along
the sharp corners. This is due to their dependency on neighboring cells, i.e. non-locality. Both methods need
information from neighbors either because of a gradient computation or due to volume fraction error contri-
butions. On the contrary, the MoF interface reconstruction results shows well resolved corners within the tol-
erance of a single cell due to the independence of the method from calculations using the neighbor cells, i.e.
locality.



Fig. 13. Mesh convergence study with a cubical material region. Equispaced hexahedral meshes covering the domain of [0,1]3 are
employed.
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3.2.3. Reconstruction on an unstructured mesh

We now consider an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. A spherical material region centered at (0.5,0.5, 0.5)
with radius r = 0.4 is considered. The unstructured tetrahedral mesh is generated with Gmsh [61]. The recon-
struction of the spherical material region on the unstructured mesh is displayed in Fig. 16. The left-top figure
shows the subcell decomposed tetrahedral mesh, and top-right figure shows GRAD, the bottom-left figure for
LVIRA result, and the bottom-right shows MoF results. The inter-cell interface discontinuity is minimal in
MoF reconstruction, which highlights the superiority of the MoF method.
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Fig. 14. Convergence of reconstruction error measured as the volume of the symmetric difference between true and reconstructed material
regions for the cubical material test case. The convergence rates at the last refinement step are: pGRAD = 1.433, pLVIRA = 1.885,
pMoF = 2.022.

Fig. 15. Interface reconstruction of a not simply connected material region with sharp corners.
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4. Multi-material interface reconstruction

An example of a multi-material configuration is illustrated in Fig. 17. This four-material configuration is
produced using two intersecting eccentric spheres. Spheres (S1 and S2) have the same radius of r = 0.3 and
are centered at (0.4,0.4, 0.4) and (0.6,0.6, 0.6), respectively. Four different materials, shown as green, red, blue
and gray regions, are described with two mutually intersecting spherical surfaces.

The configuration presented in Fig. 17 will be used often in this section to compare the different interface
reconstruction methods.



Fig. 16. Two material spherical interface, centered at (0.5,0.5,0.5) with radius r = 0.4, reconstruction on unstructured tetrahedral mesh
(ncells = 8659). Top left – tetrahedral mesh (shown after subcell decomposition) covering the cubic domain of [0,1]3, Top right – GRAD
reconstruction, bottom left – LVIRA reconstruction and bottom right – MoF reconstruction.

Fig. 17. Example of multi-material configuration. Two intersecting eccentric spheres (S1 and S2) define four materials defined with green
(S1 � S2), red (S1 \ S2), blue (S2 � S1), and gray (background) regions. Spheres have same radius of r = 0.3, and are centered at
(0.4,0.4,0.4) and (0.6,0.6,0.6), respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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To explain the logic of multi-material interface reconstruction, we will first use 2D examples which are eas-
ier to visualize. For simplicity of the visualization, we will consider the case when a 2D cell is a convex poly-
gon; therefore, its subdivision into triangles is not shown. In Section 4.1, we will explain the logic of the nested

dissection (ND) strategy briefly described in Section 1. In Section 4.1.3, we also describe an automatic material
ordering in the framework of MoF method. In Section 4.2, we will consider a group nested dissection (GND),
where the nested dissection strategy is applied to several groups of materials. The GND strategy allows for
exactly reconstructing more complicated multi-material configurations.

Most of this section considers MoF method, where the normal to interface is defined as part of the opti-
mization process. Hence, there is no ambiguity in the normal computation of MoF method when a material
ordering is defined. In Section 4.3, the material ordering issues in the GRAD and LVIRA methods are
addressed. In Section 4.4, we describe possible definitions of the interface normals for extensions of the
GRAD and LVIRA methods to the multi-material case.

A comparison of the MoF, GRAD and LVIRA method on numerical examples is presented in Section 4.5.

4.1. Nested dissection

The general idea of ND strategy is that materials are cut sequentially from a mixed cell in a specified order
as illustrated in Fig. 2. The ND strategy is illustrated below with two representative cases of a multi-material
configuration: a T-junction case and layered structure case.

4.1.1. T-junction configuration

Let us demonstrate the ND strategy on the example of a T-junction configuration in 2D – Fig. 18.
In ND scheme one needs to specify a material ordering. Let us analyze what will happen if we choose mate-

rial ordering as: (B,A,C) – which is an optimal ordering for this T-junction configuration. Recall in the Intro-
duction that material #1 in material ordering is material A, material #2 is material B and material #3 is
material C.

According to the ND scheme, B is separated from the rest of the materials in the mixed cell. This is done
using the MoF method for the two material case, where the first material is B and second material is the union
of materials = A and C. That is, for two material interface reconstruction on this step, f1 = fB = 0.5 and
f2,3 = fA + fC = 0.5 and x1

c ¼ xB
c ¼ ð0:75; 0:5Þ, x2;3

c ¼ ð0:25; 0:5Þ.
This first step creates a pure sub-cell X1, as shown in Fig. 19a, which represents material B, and set XnX1

which contains materials A and C. The next (and in case of three materials, the last) step is to create a pure
sub-cell which represents material A. This again can be done by applying two material algorithm to XnX1,
where the first material will be material A and the second material will be material C. Here, one needs to
understand that the second step is performed with respect to set XnX1. Therefore, volume fractions for mate-
(0.5,0)(0,0) (1,0)

(1,1)(0,1)

(0,0.5)

(0.5,1)

(0.5,0.5)

A
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C

Fig. 18. Three material T-junction configuration. The entire cell X is unit square. Materials A and C occupy the left-half of the cell and
material B occupies the right-half of the cell. Corresponding volume fractions and centroids are: fA = 0.25, fB = 0.5, fC = 0.25;
xA

c ¼ ð0:25; 0:25Þ, xB
c ¼ ð0:75; 0:5Þ, xC

c ¼ ð0:25; 0:75Þ.
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Fig. 19. ND interface reconstruction of T-junction – (B,A,C) ordering: (a) result of the first dissection and (b) result of the second (final in
three material case) dissection.
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rials A and C have to be recomputed, and in our case both will be equal to 1/2. This second step, as shown in
Fig. 19(b), creates a pure sub-cell representing material A, X2. Finally, material C is represented by the pure
subcell XnX1nX2. For material ordering (B,A,C) we will recover the original T-junction material
configuration.

Let us note that, in this case, all centroids for all materials are reproduced exactly.
Now let us consider a different ordering (A,B,C). In this case, analogs of Fig. 19 are presented in Fig. 20

with some additional information about the locations of reference and actual centroids.
In the true configuration (Fig. 18), material A is square; that is, its interface with the other materials is bro-

ken line and cannot be exactly represented by one straight line. For this chosen material ordering (A,B,C),
after the first dissection we obtain a sub-cell (triangle) X1 (Fig. 20(a)) which represents material A. The area
of this triangle equals the original area occupied by material A, but its centroid, marked by *, is different from
the reference centroid marked by ·. The final result of reconstruction is shown in Fig. 20(b). It also shows the
positions of actual and reference centroids for the rest of the materials. For this material ordering, the total
centroid discrepancy (error) E(A,B,C) in the position of the centroids, defined by
Fig. 20
are ma
EðA;B;CÞ ¼
X

m¼1;2;3

xref
m � xact

m

�� ��2
is 0.0366461. There are four other material orderings possible, but, because of symmetry of T-junction con-
figuration, only one – (C,B,A) produces the distinct result presented in Fig. 21.
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. ND interface reconstruction of T-junction – (A,B,C) ordering: (a) result of first dissection and (b) final result. Reference centroids
rked by · and actual centroids of reconstructed pure sub-cell are marked by *.
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Fig. 21. ND interface reconstruction of T-junction – (C,B,A) ordering: (a) result of the first dissection and (b) result of the second (final)
dissection. Reference centroids are indicated by · and actual centroids are marked by *.
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For this ordering, the total centroid discrepancy is 0.0366461. In the multi-material extension of MoF
method, one needs to try all possible orderings and then choose one with the minimal total centroid discrep-
ancy. In our case, the optimal material ordering will be (B,C,A) or (B,A,C), for which the discrepancy is zero.
For T-junction configuration, it is enough to try only three different choices of the first material and then to
compare the discrepancy in the position of its centroid to choose optimal material ordering.

4.1.2. Layered configuration
Here is another configuration where a similar strategy holds. It is the case of ‘‘layered’’ materials as shown

in Fig. 22. The entire cell X is a unit square. Material A occupies the triangle with vertices: (0, 0.1), (0.3,1),
(0,1). Material B occupies the pentagon with vertices: (0,0.1), (0,0), (0.5,0), (0.6,1), (0.3,1). Finally, material
C occupies the quadrangle with vertices: (0.5,0), (1,0), (1, 1), (0.6,1). The corresponding volume fractions and
centroids are: fA = 0.135, fB = 0.415, fC = 0.45; xA

c ¼ ð0:1; 0:7Þ, xB
c ¼ ð0:3329; 0:4550Þ, xC

c ¼ ð0:7740; 0:4814Þ.
The original configuration is reproduced exactly with any material ordering where material B is not in the

first position. The result of reconstruction for material ordering (B,C,A) presented in Fig. 23(a). In this case,
the discrepancy is 0.384038. It is interesting to note that, for this ordering, the reference centroid for material
A is located outside the corresponding reconstructed pure sub-cell. This configuration also demonstrates that,
in general, the results of reconstruction when two last materials are interchanged are not the same. The result
of reconstruction for material ordering (B,A,C) is presented in Fig. 23(b). In this case, the discrepancy is
0.342561. Clearly in the case of layered materials, we can find the optimal ordering by just comparing how
well the actual centroid of first material matches the corresponding reference centroid.
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Fig. 22. Three material layered configuration. Positions of reference centroids are marked by · and actual centroids by *. The original
configuration is reconstructed exactly with material orderings (A,B,C), (A,C,B), (C,B,A), or (C,A,B).
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Fig. 23. ND interface reconstruction of layers. (a) Material ordering (B,C,A), reference (·) and actual (*) centroids are also shown. These
centroids are also marked by their corresponding material index. (b) Material ordering (B,A,C).
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4.1.3. Automatic ordering for ND

In search of the best material ordering for nested dissection, two issues have to be addressed. First issue is
the scope of ordering; whether a certain ordering applies globally or locally. It can be expected that the best
material ordering would not be the same for every cell but would have to change from cell to cell, i.e. local

ordering. The next issue is how to find the optimal order. The material ordering may be assigned by the user,
but ideally the optimal order would be determined without user intervention, i.e. automatic ordering. Due to
their non-local nature, it is not clear how to extend the GRAD and LVIRA reconstruction schemes to the
multi-material case with automatic-local ordering. However, the MoF method, with its local nature, can be
applied with the automatic-local ordering.

The automatic ordering determination strategy is presented below with our primary reconstruction scheme,
MoF. The algorithm as presented in [4] is a straight forward extension from two material interface reconstruc-
tion. In the two material case, the interface is determined such that the deviation of an actual centroid from the
reference is minimized. The same strategy can be applied for multi-material interface reconstruction as well as
for proper ordering selection. For any given material order, m, the total deviation of actual centroids from the
reference centroids can be computed as
Eðm;NÞ ¼
X

mid
i 2m

xref
c mid

i

� �
� xact

c mid
i ; ni

� ��� ��2 ð13Þ
where m ¼ mid
1 ;m

id
2 ; . . . ;mid

n

� �
is an ordering vector containing material-ids, N = (n1,n2, . . .,nn�1) is an ordered

list of corresponding interface normals computed by MoF optimization, n is the total number of materials
inside the cell, xref

c mid
i

� �
is the reference centroid of material mid

i and xact
c mid

i ; ni

� �
is the actual centroid of mate-

rial mid
i reconstructed with interface normal ni. For cells with n materials, the number of all possible orderings

(m) is n!. The optimal ordering, m*, represents the least accumulated error in centroids as expressed in Eq. (13).
This way of searching optimal orderings results in an exhaustive test, i.e. n! evaluations of Eq. (13). This,

however, leaves the door open to possible short cuts. For example, part of the ordering vector can be fixed for
materials of which the centroid error of reconstruction is below a certain tolerance. In this paper, the exhaus-
tive search is performed for cells containing more than two materials.

4.2. Group nested dissection

In this section, we describe a new group nested dissection (GND) method which is an extension of nested
dissection.

4.2.1. Motivation

Let us consider a ‘‘four corner’’ four material configuration (+ junction) shown in Fig. 24. The results of
applying the ND scheme for two possible material orderings is presented in Fig. 25.
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From Fig. 25, it is clear that there is no material ordering in the framework of ND scheme which will allow
exact reconstruction of the ‘‘four corner’’ (+ junction) configuration. The reason for this is that, there is no
material whose interface can be represented with a straight line.

4.2.2. GND

Let us revisit the ND scheme. Two main components of this scheme is (1) on each step we use the algorithm
for two materials and (2) each time we dissect the cell. It is clear that instead of dissecting one from the rest, we
can dissect any group of materials from the rest. In case of ‘‘four corner’’ configuration one can choose the first
group G1 = [A,D] and second group G2 = [B,C]. Here, the volume fractions are fG1

¼ fG2
¼ 0:5 and the cent-

roids are xG1 ¼ ð0:25; 0:5Þ, xG2 ¼ ð0:75; 0:5Þ. Then the first step of group nested dissection (GND) will be to
dissect group G1 from group G2. It is clear that both groups will be reconstructed exactly. After this we intro-
duce sub-groups G1,1 = A, G1,2 = D, and sub-groups G2,1 = B, G2,2 = C, and apply GND (which will now be
the same as ND) for each group dissecting them into corresponding subgroups. This algorithm reproduces the
‘‘four corner’’ (+ junction) configuration exactly.

Let us note that the ND strategy with material ordering (A,B,C,D) can be considered as GND with
G1 = A, G2 = [B,C,D], G2,1 = B, G2,2 = [C,D] and finally G2,2,1 = C, G2,2,2 = D.

In general, in the GND scheme, the role of the single material in the ND scheme is played by a group of
materials, and then in each group, the GND scheme is applied again until sub-groups consist of one material.
For example, for the configuration presented in Fig. 26, the GND scheme is: G1 = [A,E], (G1,1 = A,G1,2 = E);
G2 = [B,C,D], (G2,1 = B,G2,2 = [C,D], (G2,2,1 = C,G2,2,2 = D)).
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For the GND scheme the optimal choice of groups and their ordering is defined exactly as for ND scheme;
that is, one which gives the smallest discrepancy in positions of the centroids for all materials.

4.2.3. Automatic ordering for GND

In this section, we give a more formal description of ideas described in the previous section. If a cell con-
tains four or more materials, the possibility of interface formation is more complex. For examples shown in
Fig. 27, a cell with a quadruple point or multiple triple points, it can produce a group structure inside of a cell.
In such cases, the ND strategy fails to recover the correct interfaces, so GND should be considered as a pos-
sible candidate of optimal ordering of cells with nmat P 4.

The accumulated moment error in any GND scheme, described by the combination of material ordering
(m) with grouping (g), can be expressed as
Fig. 27
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where the grouping vector g = (g1,g2, . . .,gn�1) indicates the cutting position within a given material order
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. Interface structures of grouped multi-materials in 2D. (a) A quadruple point and (b) multiple triple points in a cell (indicated with
ashed lines). Multiple triple points (b) can be removed by mesh refinement, but the quadruple point (a) persists regardless of mesh
ion.
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vector. The nested dissection strategy expressed in Eq. (13) can be interpreted as a special case of group nested
dissection with a grouping vector of g = (1,2, . . .,n � 1), which means that the cutting position is sequential
along the ordering vector.

In the four material case, the number of possible sequential material orderings is 4!. For instance, with
m = (2, 3,1,4), there is only one possible grouping because the result of grouping g = (2, 1,3),
Fig. 28
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As a demonstration of the algorithm, all possible groupings (including nested dissection) can be expressed with
Eq. (14) as (n � 1)! groupings for any given ordering vector of size n.

As the number of materials grows (nmat P 6), exhaustive search can also express multi-layered grouping,
i.e. groups of groups. For example, in a cell containing seven materials as shown in Fig. 28, a multi-layered
grouping described by m = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) and g = (3, 1,2,5,4,6) will result in

An example of multi-layered grouping is illustrated in Fig. 28. After all possible combinations (n!(n � 1)! cases
allowing redundancy) between ordering and grouping, the optimal interface reconstruction procedure can be
determined regardless of the number of materials.

Once the ordering and grouping procedure is determined, the mechanism of multi-material interface recon-
struction algorithm is identical to that for the two material case. In the nested dissection strategy, interfaces are
reconstructed in a certain order (either prescribed or determined on-the-fly) by separating the first material
from the rest, the second material from the rest, and so on. In group nested dissection as illustrated in
Fig. 29, interfaces are reconstructed by separating each material group from the rest, until all groups are com-
posed of a single material. Hence, nested dissection can be considered as a special case of group nested dis-
section with all uni-material groups.

The difference in the intersection algorithm, when considering grouping, is that the input data for intersec-
tion should be the combination of materials contained in the group. Hence, volume fraction and centroid data
for intersecting the material also have to be combined together in order to represent the group correctly. For
. Multi-layered material grouping with a cell containing seven materials. From the left, groups of materials are added in the order
first group of three materials (red, green and blue), the first sub-group of the second group (cyan and magenta) and the second sub-
of the second group (yellow and gray). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
rsion of this article.)



example, a grouped intersection of n materials (1, 2, . . .,n) will needs the following combination of volume
fraction
fG ¼
X

i2SðGÞ
fi
and centroid data
xG ¼
X

i2SðGÞ
wixi
where SðGÞ is the set of materials contained in group-G, xi is the centroid of material-i, and wi = fi/fG is the
weight for material-i.

4.3. Material ordering for GRAD and LVIRA

As we already mentioned, for the MoF method, the optimal material grouping and group ordering can be
determined by first trying all possible ordering and groups and then choosing one which has smallest discrep-
ancy in the positions of reference and actual centroids. This is exactly what we do in all MoF calculations pre-
sented in this paper. By design, the MoF method is applied to each mixed cell independently and therefore the
material ordering is inherently local, that is it can be different for each mixed cell.

The choice of material ordering for traditional PLIC methods is unsolved problem. There have been several
attempts to develop algorithms to automate material ordering [51,47,38,43]. All of them are based on using
information about exact or approximate centroid positions of the materials in a mixed cell and its neighbors.
To best of our knowledge, (see, e.g. examples in [4], and also comments in [47,38]
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determined by techniques developed for two material configuration. The onion skin model is demonstrated in
Fig. 30 for case of three materials.

The onion skin model was originally developed for layered materials. The left picture in Fig. 30 presents a
valid interface reconstruction for case of layered materials. The picture on the right in Fig. 30 presents a sit-
uation when interfaces constructed using the onion skin model intersect each other. This problem is well
known [31,52,44]. For our purposes, an interface reconstruction method which does not always produce pure
sub-cells for each material is not unacceptable.

Now we describe how to combine the ND (or GND) scheme and ideas for computation of the normals
taken from onion skin model. First, we compute the direction of the normal as in onion skin model. This
is the only part of onion skin algorithm we will use. Let us note that computation of the normals can be done
using a different material ordering for each mixed cell.

According to the ND scheme, which is illustrated in Fig. 2, we use the normal between material #1 and the
rest of the materials (computed as in onion skin model) to construct a pure sub-cell containing this material
(X1 in Fig. 2). Now, domain XnX1 contains materials #2,3, . . .,n. To create a pure sub-cell for material #2, we
use the onion skin normal computed for mixture of materials #1 and #2 and mixture of the materials
#3,4, . . .,n. This normal is used to cut a pure sub-cell X2 from XnX1. This process is repeated until pure
sub-cells are constructed for all materials.

The difference between the onion skin interface reconstruction and the ND interface reconstruction with
onion skin normals is shown in Fig. 31 for the case of three materials.

In the left picture of Fig. 31, we repeat the result of onion skin interface reconstruction from Fig. 30(b),
where interfaces are intersect each other. In the right picture of Fig. 31, which corresponds to the ND scheme
with the same set of normals, the position of the interface computed using the second normal is adjusted
(moved to the left) such that material #2 has the specified volume.

Let us note again that onion skin normals are always computed for two ‘‘materials’’, each being a mixture
of original materials according to the chosen material ordering. Therefore, for GRAD and LVIRA, the com-
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Fig. 31. Comparison of onion skin interface reconstruction – left and ND interface reconstruction with onion skin normals.
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putation of these normals will be done using the corresponding algorithms for two materials as described in
Section 3.

For the GND scheme, each group is considered as a material for purpose of computing of the correspond-
ing normal.

4.5. Numerical examples

Here we present examples of multi-material interface reconstruction. MoF with an automatic-local order-
ing strategy will be employed as the primary reconstruction method. LVIRA and GRAD, with a prescribed
material ordering, are also compared with MoF.

4.5.1. Mesh convergence study
A mesh convergence study is presented for a multi-material configuration. The three-material configura-

tion, shown in Fig. 32, is utilized. For visualization purposes, only the fraction of the background (gray),
which originally surrounds the other materials (cyan and magenta), is displayed. To exclude any possible effect
of ordering, all three PLIC methods presented are applied with the same prescribed global ordering
(cyan! magenta! gray). The global ordering is chosen such that the triple lines (where the three materials
merge) are resolved best for all three methods. This ordering can be also chosen by selecting the best order to
paint the given material configuration in 2D.

The reconstruction error is measured by the volume of symmetric difference between true and reconstructed
material regions. Similar to the two material case in Eq. (11), the error of multi-material reconstruction is mea-
sured as
Fig. 32
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where minterior = {1,2, . . .,nmat � 1} is set of all materials except the background (for the example in Fig. 32,
minterior = {1,2}), and T and R are sets of true and reconstructed material regions.

The actual reconstruction for the multi-material configuration is shown in Fig. 33. MoF shows the best
reconstruction for all range of meshes. LVIRA shows the second most accurate result on fine meshes. GRAD
results are better than LVIRA for low resolution, but is the least accurate as the mesh is refined. Along the
triple lines (sharp edges of the concave sphere where the two spheres and background are merging), only
MoF reconstructs them with sharp angles, but LVIRA and GRAD smears the angle near the triple lines.

The rate of convergence is displayed on Fig. 34. The overall behavior is in accordance with the result of the
two material case as shown in Fig. 12. In general, MoF is the most accurate method with second-order accu-
racy, followed by another second-order accurate method, LVIRA and GRAD is the least accurate, being of
first-order.
. Multi-material configuration for the mesh convergence study (nmat = 3). The configuration is similar to the one shown in Fig. 17.
tersecting eccentric spheres (S1 and S2, centered at (0.4,0.4,0.4) and (0.6,0.6,0.6), respectively, both with radius r = 0.3) define three
als; #1 defined by S1 (cyan), #2 by S2 � S1 (magenta) and #3 by the background (gray). From the left, only a fraction of #3, and all
and #1 are displayed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
ticle.)



Fig. 33. Mesh convergence study for the multi-material case (nmat = 3). Global ordering of (#1,#2,#3) are used for all reconstruction
methods. For GRAD and LVIRA, interface normals are pre-computed by the onion skin strategy, then the ND strategy is applied with
given global ordering. Equispaced hexahedral meshes covering the domain of [0,1]3 are used for interface reconstruction.
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4.5.1.1. Computational cost. The overall computational cost of the reconstruction methods are measured in
CPU time in Table 1. The machine is an Opteron 2 GHz with 24 GB memory running 64 bit Fedora Core
3 is used for this benchmark test. Since the implementation of each method can be slightly different depending
on source level optimization, this result reports only a rough estimate for each method.

Regardless of the mesh resolution, GRAD is the fastest method and LVIRA is the most expensive
method. At the finest level of the mesh (40 · 40 · 40), MoF takes 6.7 times of CPU time compared to
that of GRAD and LVIRA takes 9.1 times of CPU time compared to the GRAD. The overall behavior
of CPU cost with respect to the mesh size is displayed in Fig. 35. It is clear that all three methods show
linear complexity with respect to the mesh resolution. At each step of mesh refinement, the number of
mixed cells approximately quadruples and the CPU time is of O(n) complexity, where n is number of
mixed cells.
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Table 1
CPU time required for reconstruction of the three-material configuration shown in Fig. 33

Mesh resolution # cellsmixed GRAD LVIRA MoF

10 · 10 · 10 222 4s 52s 36s

20 · 20 · 20 1110 24s 325s 188s

40 · 40 · 40 4614 148s 1347s 996s
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Fig. 35. CPU time required with respect to mesh resolution for the reconstruction of the three-material configuration displayed in Fig. 33.
All three methods show linear complexity (O(n) complexity, where n is number of mixed cells) with respect to the mesh resolution. At each
step of successive refinement, the number of mixed cells and the CPU time quadruples.
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For large scale calculations, parallelization is straightforward in MoF by the virtue of its locality, i.e. no
intercell communication is necessary for interface reconstruction.

4.5.2. Examples of nested dissection

In this section, the effectiveness of the automatic-local ordering strategy together with the ND strategy (Sec-
tion 4.1) is demonstrated with our primary reconstruction scheme, MoF. For GRAD and LVIRA, the onion
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skin ND strategy is employed as explained in Section 4.4. In onion skin ND, first the interface normals are pre-
computed by conventional onion skin model, and then the ND strategy is applied with a pre-determined
ordering given by MoF.

4.5.2.1. Local vs. global ordering. The effectiveness of automatic-local ordering can be demonstrated by MoF
interface reconstruction with multiple triple lines as shown in Fig. 36. Carefully selected global ordering can
Fig. 36. Global vs. local ordering for MoF reconstruction of interfaces with multiple triple lines on a 53 hexahedral mesh. Global ordering
(top) cannot resolve all triple lines but the local ordering (bottom) can resolve both due to its adaptation capability in ordering.

Fig. 37. Global vs. local ordering for MoF reconstruction of two sphere configuration (as illustrated in Fig. 17) on 103 hexahedral mesh.
Global ordering (top) cannot resolve clean intersecting edges (especially clear on left and middle columns of pictures), but the local
ordering (bottom) resolves the clean edges with adaptive ordering from cell to cell. Each material (except the background) is displayed
progressively from left-to-right.



Fig. 38. MoF, LVIRA and GRAD (from the left) interface reconstruction of double triple lines with the pre-determined local ordering
from MoF. Double triple lines are reconstructed correctly by MoF with local ordering. However, onion skin reconstructions of GRAD and
LVIRA fail to recover the double triple lines even with the same local ordering as MoF. For visualization, the top row is inverted upside-
down and left-to-right at the bottom with alternating transparent region. A 103 hexahedral mesh is used.

Fig. 39. GRAD, LVIRA and MoF (from the top) interface reconstruction of the two sphere example with a pre-determined local ordering
given by MoF. MoF shows the best recovery of the two intersecting spheres with automatic-local ordering, but the onion skin normals used
in GRAD and LVIRA reconstruction methods poorly recover the intersecting spheres even with the same local ordering as MoF. A 103

hexahedral mesh is used.
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recover a single triple line, but not all of them. On the other hand, local ordering, which automatically adapts
ordering from cell to cell, can resolve both of the triple lines.

The advantage of automatic-local ordering is further emphasized in Fig. 37. The global ordering is carefully
chosen so that it has minimal variance from the automatic-local ordering by MoF, hence it can be considered
as a ad hoc optimal global ordering. Along the edges of intersection between the two spheres, the global order-
ing shows a rough reconstruction of red material. On the contrary, the automatic-local ordering shows clean
edge reconstruction, which confirms the superiority of automatic-local ordering.

4.5.2.2. Comparison of MoF with LVIRA and GRAD. In contrast to the straightforward extension of MoF to
multi-material automatic-local ordering, LVIRA and GRAD have an inherent restriction on multi-material
generalization due to its non-locality. Hence, for the comparison purpose of the methods in the multi-material
case, the local orders obtained by MoF are utilized for the onion skin ND interface reconstruction of LVIRA
and GRAD.

In Fig. 38, the three methods are compared with a double triple line example by using the local ordering
determined by MoF. With automatic-local ordering, MoF recovers both of the triple lines, but LVIRA
and GRAD fail to recover either one.

Fig. 39 emphasizes the superiority of MoF over other methods in the multi-material case. MoF recovers the
two intersecting spheres accurately, but both LVIRA and GRAD shows poor recovery of two sphere espe-
cially along the edge of intersection. The above examples emphasize the effectiveness of automatic-local order-
ing in MoF for multi-material interface reconstruction.

These results also demonstrate the weakness of the onion skin model for computation of normals in GRAD
and LVIRA.

4.5.3. Examples of group nested dissection

The effectiveness of grouping in multi-material interface reconstruction is illustrated in Fig. 40. The com-
putational domain containing four materials is discretized into 33 hexahedral cells. In the cells containing all
four materials, nested dissection barely recovers a single triple line, but grouping shows perfect recovery of
both triple lines. In this particular interface configuration, mesh refinement will not produce cells with two
triple lines.
Fig. 40. ND vs. GND. Nested dissection (top) cannot recover dual triple lines at the central cell, but the group nested dissection (bottom)
recovers the triple lines correctly. A 33 hexahedral mesh is used.



Fig. 41. ND vs. GND with two sphere example. Nested dissection (top) shows dimples around the edges (quadruple lines) where four
materials merge, but the group nested dissection recovers the interface without dimples. Each material region is displayed in different
perspectives. A 103 hexahedral mesh is used.
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The last example of GND is displayed in Fig. 41. Grouping is applied to the cells containing quadruple lines
(+ junction). The cell with quadruple line inside contains four materials. In the case of quadruple lines, mesh
refinement cannot be a remedy because there will be always cells with quadruple lines. The effectiveness of
grouping is clear in Fig. 41. Nested dissection reveals a discontinuity on the spherical surface near the quadru-
ple lines, but the grouping removes such discontinuity, which emphasizes the advantage of GND.

4.5.4. Example of complex geometry
In this section, the effectiveness of the MoF method is demonstrated with complex geometries. The original

material regions for reconstruction are represented with tetrahedral volume meshes as illustrated in Fig. 43.
The initial geometry of bolt & nut is obtained from a CUBIT [63] surface mesh, and the volume meshes
are generated by the aft3D library [64] based on the surface representation. The initialization of volume frac-
tion and centroid data is carried on the base mesh as shown in Fig. 42 by exact intersection between bolt & nut
Fig. 42. Unstructured tetrahedral base mesh (ncells = 555,468) used for reconstruction of bolt & nut geometry as shown in Fig. 43. The
base mesh is generated by Gmsh [61].



Fig. 43. Multi-material (nmat = 3, i.e. bolt, nut and background) interface reconstruction with MoF. The left column represents original
material region represented by tetrahedral volume meshes and the right column shows its reconstruction with the MoF method on the base
mesh displayed in Fig. 42. Top and bottom rows show views from different perspectives.
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volume mesh and base mesh. The actual reconstruction of the original object is illustrated in Fig. 43. The MoF
reconstruction resolves flat as well as curved regions, which demonstrates the effectiveness of MoF method.

5. Conclusion and future work

We have described multi-material (more than two materials) interface reconstruction methods for 3D
meshes of generalized polyhedra with non-planar faces. All methods subdivide a mixed cell into a set of pure
non-overlapping convex sub-cells, each containing just one material. This is achieved by using nested dissec-
tion and group nested dissection schemes. It is shown that the group nested dissection method allows one to
correctly reconstruct very complicated multi-material configurations. We have described three methods. First,
two methods represent an extension of standard PLIC methods to 3D and use information only about volume
fractions. The GRAD method is first-order accurate and is based on the discrete gradient of volume fraction
as an estimate to the normal to the interface. The LVIRA method is planarity-preserving (second-order accu-
rate) and is an extension to 3D of the least squares volume-of-fluid interface reconstruction algorithm. For
these two methods, there is no general strategy for material ordering or for computation of normals in the
multi-material case. The MoF method is second-order accurate (planarity-preserving). This method uses infor-
mation not only about volume fractions but also about positions of the centroids for each material from the
cell where reconstruction is performed; no information from neighboring cells is needed. In the MoF method,
the objective is to choose normals to interfaces in such a way that the distance between reference and centroids
of reconstructed pure sub-cells is minimized, which exactly matching reference volume fractions. The MoF
method provides an automatic ordering of the materials during interface reconstruction. The optimal local
ordering is based on comparing positions of the reference and actual (centroids of pure sub-cells) positions
of the centroids.

The performance of the methods is demonstrated on numerical examples that involve different types of
meshes containing smooth and non-smooth material shapes. A convergence study is performed for the case
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of two materials as well as for the multi-material case. The relative computational cost of these methods is also
presented.

Numerical examples show that MoF is most accurate method over all levels of the mesh resolution. The
ability of the MoF method to automatically choose an optimal local ordering of the materials, the locality
of the method (which allows efficient parallel implementation) as well as its accuracy makes MoF our sug-
gested method of choice.

For further work, we will describe how to incorporate the moment of fluid method into the ALE frame-
work. That is we will describe how to obtain information about reference volume fractions and reference cent-
roids and how to perform a multi-material remap including remapping of the centroid positions. Acceleration
algorithms for avoiding n! ordering search and the reconstruction sensitivity study on imprecise reference cent-
roids will also be investigated.
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